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TENDER 

16TH INTERNATIONAL SCULPTOR WORKSHOP 2022 

 

 

 

Since 2006 an integral part of cultural life in the municipality of Nebelschütz, not far 

from the large district town of Kamenz: the international sculpture workshop in the 
»Am Krabatstein« quarry near Miltitz. Regional, national and international artists work 
here every year for two weeks in late summer in the incomparable landscape - the 

Krabatstein quarry. Water, permaculture - garden and wild nature characterize the gem 
of "Steinleicht e.V." 

Impressive sculptures made of granite, sandstone, wood and metal have been created 

in 15 creative sculpting days so far. 

 

The focus of the two-week symposium is on the one hand the naturally occurring 
granite at the site, but also wood and metal or combinations of the three materials as 

well as light and sound installations. Artists are asked to apply for participation in the 
symposium with a meaningful sketch of an idea, the conception of which is to be 
implemented in these 14 days of sculpture workshop. The two-week symposium begins 

on August 22, 2022 and ends on September 4, 2022 with a finissage. The materials 
granite (max. H=1,200 mm x W=1,200mm x D=600 mm, metal (no restrictions) and 

wood max. H = 2,000 mm) are made available. Dimensions desired for the project 
idea, especially deviations in the case of granite, are to be requested. Participants must 
bring the necessary tools with them. On request and if available, certain tools can be 

borrowed from the organizer. Granite sculptors who implement their project in granite 
or in combination with granite are each provided with a high-quality large and small 

cutting disc. 

 

The artist receives a fee of €1,000.00, which includes travel expenses. 

The artist can spend the night on the site of the quarry in their own tent (possibly a 
tent can also be borrowed), caravan or car, if necessary, they can stay in a very simple 

collective accommodation in the quarry (up to 6 people). Simple sanitary facilities and 
warm showers are available. 

We provide full board free of charge. 

All sculptures created in the sculptor's workshop are the property of the organizer; the 

artist receives 40% of the sales proceeds if they are sold. The remaining 60% will be 
used for the preparation and implementation of the upcoming sculpture symposia. The 
symposium and the resulting art objects will be documented. 

 

The application must include: 

• Meaningful idea sketch for implementation during the symposium, and the material 

• an informal cover letter with all contact details (name, address, e-mail, telephone), 

• A CV tabulated showing artistic qualities and commitment 

  makes it clear 

• a documentation of recent works, stating the title, the 

   Year of origin, the original dimensions, the materials used 
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The complete application must be received by email by May 31, 2022. 

Please use the following email address: mail@steinleicht.de 

 

Alternatively, please send the documents to the following address: 

Organizer & project management of the 16th sculpture workshop 2022 

Steinleicht e.V., Hauptstraße 9, 01920 Nebelschütz (please note: applications sent by 

post will only be returned with the enclosed stamped envelope) 

Please only in urgent cases! Mobile: +49 160 766 9239 

The decision of the jury on participation in the international sculpture workshop will be 
communicated to the applicants by June 30, 2022 and a binding contract containing 

rights and obligations will be concluded. 

Subsequent or incomplete documents cannot be considered in the selection and result 
in exclusion. 

 

Venue 

At the Krabatstein - Miltitz quarry located between Kamenz and Panschwitz-Kuckau on 

the S94/S100. 

You can find more information at https://steinleicht.de 

 

We are trying very hard to take all COVID-19 relevant conditions into account, this 
year we unfortunately have to consider a very short-term cancellation as possible in 

the event of an official ban with exclusion of liability. 


